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:

ADVANCED DIGITAL MARKETING 4
(ADM401)

DUE DATE

:

3:00 p.m. ON 18 MARCH 2014

TOTAL MARKS

:

100

MATERIAL SUPPLIED

:

APPENDIX 1

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES FOR COMPLETING AND SUBMITTING
ASSIGNMENTS
The complete ‘Instructions to Students for Completing and Submitting Assignments’ must be collected from
any IMM GSM office, the relevant IMM GSM recognised Additional Tuition Centre or can be downloaded
from the IMM GSM website. It is essential that the complete instructions be studied prior to commencing
your assignment. The following points highlight only a few important notes.
1) You are required to submit ONE assignment per module.
2) The assignment will contribute 20% towards the final examination mark, and the other 80% will be
contributed by the examination, however, the examination papers will count out of 100%.
3) Although your assignment will contribute towards your final examination mark, you do not have to earn
credits for admission to the examinations; you are automatically accepted on registering for the exam.
4) Number all the pages of your assignment (e.g. page 1 of 4) and write your name and surname, student
number and subject at the top of each page.
5) The IMM GSM requires assignments to be presented in a typed format, on plain A4 paper. Unless
otherwise specified, this assignment must be completed within a limit of 3500 words, excluding the
bibliography. Students who exceed the word limit may find that only part of the submitted assignment
will be marked.
6) A separate assignment cover, which is provided by the IMM GSM, must be attached to the front of each
assignment.
7) Retain a copy of each assignment before submitting, in case the original does not reach the IMM GSM.
8) The assignment due date refers to the day up to which assignments will be accepted for marking
purposes. The deadline is 3:00 p.m. on 18 March 2014 for upload to the IMM GSM website. Late
assignments will be accepted, but 25 marks will be deducted from the maximum mark, if received after
3:00 p.m. on 18 March 2014 and up to 5:00 p.m. the following day, after which no assignments will be
accepted.
9) If you fail to follow these instructions carefully, the IMM Graduate School of Marketing cannot accept
responsibility for the return of the assignment. It may even result in your assignment not being marked.
Results will be available on the IMM GSM website, www.immgsm.ac.za, on Friday, 2 May 2014.
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SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS:
This assignment requires you to visit websites and analyse aspects of their
business.
References are to the prescribed textbook: Chaffey, D. & Smith, P.R., 2013.
Emarketing Excellence: Planning and Optimising your Digital Marketing. 4th ed.
Routledge.

SECTION A (50 MARKS)
Answer ALL the questions
Read the case study in Appendix 1 and answer the questions which follow.
QUESTION 1

[50]

1.1

Evaluate the role of mobile apps and kiosks in the John Lewis strategy.

(10)

1.2

Critically discuss how John Lewis converted its electronics online customers to
fashion customers.
(10)

1.3

Critically discuss the use of social media to promote the new online fashion
offering.
(10)

1.4

Evaluate the web metrics used by John Lewis to ascertain its success.

1.5

Why are click and collect and online window shopping useful for boosting
sales?
(10)

(10)

SECTION B (40 MARKS)
Answer ALL the questions
QUESTION 2

[20]

Visit the following websites:
www.kulula,com
www.bidorbuy.co.za
www.kalahari.net
www.privateproperty.co.za
www.gumtree.co.za
Using the guidelines on p. 317 in Chaffey and Smith (2013) evaluate the aesthetics
and page design of each site. (4 marks per site = 20)
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QUESTION 3
[20]
.
Recently many people have started to deactivate their Facebook profiles. Are they
bored with Facebook? Was social media a fad? Critically discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of social media and make an argument as to whether social
media is a fad or a permanent feature of modern social life.

PRESENTATION

[10]
ASSIGNMENT TOTAL: 100
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Appendix 1
Putting E-Commerce at the heart of John Lewis' Business Strategy
This paper sets out some of the leading and fundamental e-commerce decisions
John Lewis has taken and implemented across 2010-2011, decisions that have led to
25 consecutive months of outperforming online market growth as stated by IMRG.
John Lewis is the UK’s favourite department store, a brand famous for its Never
Knowingly Undersold commitment and for inspiring genuine affection in its
customers. It has 35 shops, over 27,000 John Lewis partners and an award-winning
website. It currently sells the biggest range of products of any UK high street retailer.
In early 2010, John Lewis saw that despite having an incredible 350,000 product
SKUs most customers visited on average only twice per year. It was also clear that
there was significant potential to increase online annual sales by creating
opportunities for customers to interact with the brand through new and multiple touch
points. Indeed it was apparent that a multi-channel customer was worth on average
3.3 times more than a shop-only customer shopping on average 6 times per year.
As a result of this, and the consumer trend for browsing and purchasing online, John
Lewis refocused its strategy and made e-commerce growth its single highest priority,
setting a new commercial objective to increase online annual sales from £393m in
2009/2010 to £685m through online channels by 2011.
The journey so far has taken John Lewis from a department store with a mediocre
online business to become one of the top e-tailers in the UK with online sales
growing by at least 27% per year over the period 2010/2011. On the busiest day,
johnlewis.com took an order on the website every 1.9 seconds. John Lewis also grew
its multichannel customers in 2010 from 7.3% to 12.67% of the total customer base
and in 2011 to 15.75%, an increase of 27%.
PUTTING E-COMMERCE AT THE HEART OF JOHN LEWIS’ BUSINESS
STRATEGY
Across 2010-2011 the power of e-commerce was harnessed by a series of initiatives
that have helped the John Lewis brand achieve an incredible sales return and
significantly outperform the BRC market averages, despite being a mid-premium
retailer trading through a very tough recession:
The emergence of John Lewis as an e-commerce leader among retailers has been
driven by three core strategies:
1. A fundamental change in its trading strategy – to be Never Knowingly Undersold across multiple brand channels.
2. A determination to make John Lewis easier and more convenient for customers.
3. The development of compelling content to attract and reward customers as they
engage with the brand through different digital channels.
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BRINGING THE JOHN LEWIS BRAND INTO A MULTI-CHANNEL WORLD
Never Knowingly Undersold has been John Lewis’s core trading philosophy since the
1920s. Part of Never Knowingly Undersold has been a proactive price matching
promise that means John Lewis customers can shop in the knowledge that they
cannot find a similar product with same price, service and quality anywhere on the
high street. In September 2010 a key decision was made to extend Never Knowingly
Undersold to apply to online sales.
With a potential associated risk of £50m, this was a huge statement within John
Lewis that e-commerce was of vital importance to its customers and to its brand and
was a signal of a business determined to embrace it.
The immediate effects of this new policy were shown in sales and market share,
particularly within our Electrical Home Technology category e.g. white.
Goods went from challenging year on year numbers to significant double digit growth.
CREATING CONVENIENT E-COMMERCE SERVICES TO EXCITE AND EXPAND
THE EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE
Below are outlined some of the key strategic initiatives which have helped to boost
John Lewis profits and to enhance customer experience.
1. Fashion: an e-commerce success story.
At the end of 2009 John Lewis re-launched johnlewis.com/fashion with a dramatic
makeover proclaiming its ambition to rival the biggest online fashion retailers in the
industry.
Understanding that the majority of its female customers were shopping for home
products online but not necessarily for fashion, there was a huge opportunity to
convert an existing customer base that already loved and trusted the brand to a
category which commanded higher frequencies and had huge sales potential.
Since September 2009 John Lewis has focused on creating a user friendly, freshlooking fashion category that appeals to a more fashion forward customer. Over 100
‘brand shops’ were introduced selling a huge variety of products from Barbour
through to Mulberry and Ralph Lauren to Diesel.
Guest editors were commissioned to create inspiring catwalk trend previews and ‘Get
the look’ guides to help provide an effortlessly enjoyable user-experience for
customers exploring the range of over 300 brands.
Innovative new online marketing programmes were developed including contextually
linked advertising and the UK’s first geo-climatic banners for JL fashion.
The results proved sensational. In 2010/2011 Fashion accounted for 25% of
johnlewis.com sales. This financial year 2011/12 Fashion will end at nearly one third
of the total sales due to the growth and success of the online offer. Fashion also
accounted for more than 25 per cent of the total online profit in 2010/2011, up 7 per
cent on the previous year.
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By the end of autumn/winter 2011 John Lewis had launched over 55,000 fashion
products online. Johnlewis.com was now rivalling the ranges of leading pureplay
fashion retailers.

2. Launch of Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.
In 2010 John Lewis launched channels on Facebook, Twitter & You Tube. Launching
in October 2010, Facebook fans have grown to 339,085 today. Twitter followers have
seen dramatic growth to 20,000 in the same period.
Customers have used these spaces to form their own community backed by a
customer service function ready to answer any questions they have. We have also
offered ‘always on’ content to our customers promoting events around the country in
stores, allowing customers to choose their charity of the month and welcoming guest
editors from Grazia journalists to online bloggers hosting the page on key topics our
customers want to hear about. Partners have also played their part by holding
‘surgeries’ on specific topics like new product launches and ‘how tos’.
We have integrated our seasonal Marketing campaigns into social too. November
2011, saw the launch of the much anticipated annual John Lewis Christmas advert
across social media channels 36 hours before it was aired on television. The advert
became an overnight success, inspiring countless emotional responses and
mounting excitement throughout John Lewis’s online communities. The figures below
demonstrate the tremendous success of this innovative approach:






4,085,250 views on YouTube, with 18,702 likes and 926 dislikes becoming the
third most popular video on YouTube worldwide during launch week.
347,979 total social media shares (figure from Campaign)
Mentioned in 334,248 Facebook updates (figure from Campaign)
484 blog posts. (figure from Campaign)
29,173 mentions of John Lewis on Twitter for the week since launch on 11/11/11
(against the previous week's 2,879 mentions)

John Lewis launched a competition called ‘Guess the gift’ in support of the TV advert
whereby various children were filmed for johnlewis.com describing one of the top
John Lewis Christmas products. Participating customers were asked to guess the
identity of the product and, if they guessed correctly, were awarded the gift as a prize.
The competition was promoted across all channels including Facebook, You Tube
and Twitter with a phenomenal rate of entries and customer engagement.

3. Launching Click & Collect – a revolution of convenience.
Launched in early 2009 this stress-free delivery option, available online, in shops and
by phone allows customers to make an order by 7pm and collect their orders, from
their chosen John Lewis store, from 2pm the following day.
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In 2011 John Lewis’ popular Click and Collect service saw nearly 1,500,000 orders
processed. With over 150,000 products available for next day collection, Click and
Collect now accounts for 22% of all orders (compared to 16% for the same period last
year, Jan-Dec 2010).
In October 2011 John Lewis extended click and collect to include an additional 94
Waitrose stores, adding significantly to the convenience of the service for customers.
Waitrose deliveries now form 25% of all the orders which are placed through our click
and collect channels. Another 100 are planned for this year given this success.

4. Redefining window shopping – turning windows into direct selling tools.
In November 2011 John Lewis trialled a whole new dimension in ‘window shopping’.
Customers passing a window display in Brighton Waitrose were encouraged to scan
QR codes with their iPhones to purchase featured items via johnlewis.com mobile
site.
John Lewis also rolled out virtual window displays in seven shops for the duration of
the clearance period, allowing the retailer, which does not open its shops after
Christmas until 27 December, to capitalise Boxing day footfall.

5. i-Phone App: Shopping wherever, whenever.
John Lewis continued its multi-channel approach with the launch of an iPhone app in
December 2011, giving customers access to 200,000 John Lewis products while on
the move.
Key features include:







Locate the nearest John Lewis via the phone's GPS
Browse the johnlewis.com product catalogue
Scan the barcodes of products in-store to access additional information
Check ratings and reviews to help decide on the right product
Link to the johnlewis.com mobile site via the app to buy products if they are out of
stock instore
View the history of products and videos in order to buy them later

Since launch the app has been downloaded onto 120,000 smartphones and
generated £130k of direct sales.

6. Free WiFi – A first for UK department stores.
November 2011 also saw John Lewis become the first UK department store retailer
to offer free Wi-Fi access to its customers. Accessing product information and
viewing ratings and reviews to influence their purchase, customers are now able to
surf all areas of the internet to compare prices, reinforcing John Lewis's pricing
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promise to be 'Never Knowingly Undersold'. It gives customers in all areas of John
Lewis shops faster access to www.johnlewis.com and the internet than when using
3G. It also provides access to the John Lewis mobile site, including My John Lewis
and the Wish List which will automatically sync between a customer's home PC and
their mobile in-store.

7. Bringing Partners and e-commerce together - Partner Assisted Customer
Transactions PACT.
John Lewis now has over 300 customer self-service Kiosks and over 2,000 Partner
assisted terminals in over 30 of its shops. This allows a customer to browse and buy
from the website whilst in-store. It also allows partners to help customers if they are
unfamiliar with the website thus bridging the gap between offline and online
customers.
PACT has been a huge success; sales delivered by the kiosks have increased 572%
from 2010 to 2011. More fundamentally however, 25% of all new online customers in
the first half of 2011 were recruited directly from PACT experiences in-store.
Each shop now has a Digital Champion to help customers to shop online as part of
John Lewis's commitment to Race Online 2012.

8. Aurasma in the brochures and Christmas Ads.
John Lewis has increasingly integrated technology into print campaigns and
catalogues to ensure the bridge between physical and digital worlds is ever smaller.
Aurasma “The World’s First Visual Browser, bringing the physical and virtual worlds
together” is an app available on smart phones that allows it to recognise images,
symbols and objects in the real world, connecting the user with exciting online rich
online content.

SUMMARY & CONCLUSION
In two short years, (across 2010 and 2011) from being considered a predominantly
bricks and mortar department store, John Lewis has become a leading retailer in its
use of e-commerce. A great many initiatives have been designed and delivered to
help reach a wider customer set and facilitate their ease and convenience in
accessing John Lewis’s unique assortment of products.
But this is a story about so much more than just effective ideas and initiatives. This is
a story about how e-commerce has been expertly woven into a traditional and long
standing organization to work with its existing principles and structures to great effect.
John Lewis haven’t simply added new technologies but rather embedded them. The
brand’s founding principle (Never Knowingly Undersold) has been developed to make
it apply to a new e-commerce structure. The brand’s biggest source of differentiation,
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its Partners, have been seamlessly brought together with e-commerce initiatives to
deliver a combined and assisted shopping experience.
John Lewis is only at the beginning of its e-commerce journey, but it has taken up the
charge with real drive, and the commercial returns have been incredible:









27% increase in the number of Multi-Channel customers over the period
2010/2011.
Click & Collect orders in 2010 increased 120% vs. 2009 and 2011 orders
increased 77% vs 2010. This accounted for 22% of all jl.com orders.
Click and Collect services added to 94 New Waitrose stores which equated to
£20m revenue in 2011/12 with Click and collect now accounting for 25% of all
jl.com orders.
Online assortment width grown less than 100,000 products in 2010 to over
200,000 end of 2011.
On the busiest day, johnlewis.com took an order on the website every 1.9
seconds. In the busiest hour that climbed to 1.1 orders every second.
We took over 245,000 orders from PACT which equated to nearly £25m million in
revenue, a 6% per cent increase on last year.
We took 38,000 orders via in store kiosks which was an increase of nearly 400%
on the previous year.

But e-commerce is about more than simply creating the channels and technology to
help customers access John Lewis. It’s also about creating inspiring content that
rewards customers when they visit John Lewis across all channels and cementing
brand loyalty amongst new and existing customers for years and generations to
come.
Source: The Marketing Society. 2013. Putting E-Commerce at the heart of John
Lewis' Business Strategy. [Online] Available at:
https://www.marketingsociety.co.uk/the-library/2012-winner-john-lewis-e-commercecase-study. [Accessed: 5 June 2013]
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